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Abstract
In this work, we present a massive simulation of a
behavioral model using graphics hardware. In particular we took a well established model to simulate complex flocks and we focused our attention
on its implementation using techniques to manage
efficiently large amount of data. Using the recent
programmability of GPUs and recent extensions of
computer graphics programming, we implemented
on the graphics hardware the model capable of managing a large aggregate motion of birds in a virtual environment as well as to avoiding both static
and dynamic obstacles. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our GPU implementation when compared with CPU according to recent trends that
show graphics hardware capable of also working
outside of its natural application field.
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Introduction

Graphics hardware is a fascinating new field of research that gloves a new shine on the traditional
number crunching computation. Due to large data
computation in computer graphics, manufacturers
have designed a stream architecture capable of high
computational power. As a side effect there is a
growing interest in using graphic boards also as
general purpose stream processing engine [17]. The
importance of this evolution has been emphasized
by the name GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) given
to this processor.
Part of research efforts have been focused on the
simulation of complex models on GPUs. In fact, an
accurate simulation shows two important aspects:
1) is computationally expensive and 2) manages a
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large aggregate of data. A GPU has the capability of running programs, called fragment programs,
in highly efficient way as well as the capability
to perform extremely fast read/write operations as
stream data in memory locations arranged as textures. To take maximum advantage from GPU, the
effort is devoted to a method to map the application
as a stream process, hence the data must appear as
stream data.
Of course, all the computational power available
for free in consumer graphics boards comes with
some “strings” attached, i.e. the complexity in using it for general purpose computations instead of
3d graphics rendering for which it has been designed for. Reviews show that the effort to use of
GPUs for complex simulation pays back with high
speedups of the GPU compared to the CPU.
We focus our attention on a distributed behavioral model of a flock. We aim to port this simulation on GPU by mapping this model as a stream
computation. In nature every element of a flock uses
a simple local behaviors to take a decision about
what direction is to be followed. This decision is
based on its natural behavior but also from simple
information that are perceived from neighbors. The
information about elements of flock are managed
as stream data and all behaviors are implemented
as fragment programs on a GPU. The CPU is only
used to provide spatial sorting to GPU when needed
and to manage scene rendering of flock.
In this work we show how to map a distributed
behavioral model of a flock into GPU as a stream
process and managing the data as stream data. Besides we describe how to use and improve the vector
fields for obstacle avoidance using graphics hardware for linear interpolation. Finally, we discuss
our implementation of a spatial data structure for
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neighbor searching and we describe our heuristic to
skip same updates of this structure.
This work is organized as follow: in Section 2
we present some related work about simulations
on graphics hardware. Section 3 present a distributed behavioral model with the introduction the
data structure for boid’s local vision and the description of the mechanism for obstacle avoidance
using graphics hardware. Section 4 describes our
architecture of the behavioral model and how it was
mapped on graphics hardware with some implementation details. Some final comments with the
description of future work conclude the paper in
Section 6.

pendent and there is not interaction between them.
Later on, Reynolds presented some results on the
implementation of the model on a PlayStation 2
[14].

3 A behavior model
In this paper we will aim to simulate a flock of birds
starting from Reynold’s work [12], but our considerations can be applied to others scenarios too.
Every element in this group is called boid (the
contraction of birdoid). Every boid has some limitations: it has a strictly local knowledge of the space
it occupies and its knowledge comes from a simulated vision from its current position, in other words
there is no centralized control. The flock takes its
decisions in a totally distributed manner in order to
obtaining a synchronized movement.

2 Related works
In recent years non-graphics applications like simulations on GPUs are becoming more popular. Harris et al. [5] present a method for real-time visual
simulation using an extension of cellular automata,
known as coupled map lattice, that is useful to simulate various phenomenas as boiling.
Several works have been presented for fluid simulations solving Navier-Stokes equations on GPUs.
Wei et al. [8] show a physically-based flow simulation which support complex boundary conditions
running on GPUs. Boltz et al. [1] have also developed a conjugate-gradient solver for Navier-Stokes
equations. Also Kruger [6] has presented the GPU
implementation of several algebra operator used to
solve that equations. All these works are all motivate to make simulation GPU driven.
Other works show how it is possible to use graphics hardware for non-graphics applications. In [7]
Lengyel describes a method for robot motion planning using rasterization hardware. Recently several
methods have been used for ray tracing computation
as in [2] and [9].
The work of Reynolds is our starting point about
the study of a distributed behavior model. This
model simulates the complex aggregate motion of
a flock of birds, a herd of land animals, or a bank
of fishes. In [12], Reynolds focused his study about
a model that is apparently plausible without considerations about how to manage efficiently large aggregate motion of elements. This work is similar to
particle systems presented by [11] to simulate natural effects like fire, clouds, smoke, etc., the main
difference is that every particle is completely inde-

This distributed decisions mechanism is borrowed from nature. Indeed, Reynolds observes that,
in nature, none of the creatures being part of a group
has a full knowledge of the entire group. Hence the
decisions must be taken by every single element,
local perceptions of the world as well as from information that is perceived from its neighbors. The
sum of all this elementary behaviors is usually deep
enough to enable the flock to present the complex
aggregate motion that we can see in nature. The
keystone of the simulation of this model is the imitation of this distributed partial knowledge of the
group. This distributed mechanism jointly with a
reasonable simulation of the physics of flight produces a very natural behavior.

3.1 Boid definition
Every boid in the system is defined as follow: a set
of associated parameters used for the simulation of
the flight as mass, maximum speed, maximum acceleration, global position, the current speed and a
view reference system used to represent the point of
view of the boid. In this reference system we used
the vectors forward, side and up to indicate the orientation of boid. Part of this information is constant
and defined at the “birth” of the boid while another
part is updated at every frame of the simulation; this
means that the simulation is discrete.
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Figure 1: The three different types of steering behaviors. The first shows the separation, the boid tends get
farer from the others nearby. The second shows the alignment, the boid tends to align itself to other boids
nearby. The third shows the cohesion, the boid tends to stick together with the others nearby.

3.2

Local view

essary to prevent boids collision. A repulsive
force is calculated as the difference vector between current boid position and every neighbors while the steering force is calculated as
the average vectors between all the repulsive
forces.
• the alignment behavior tends to align the boid
with other neighbors computing the steering
force as difference between the average of the
forward vectors of the neighbors and the forward vector of the boid itself.
• the cohesion behavior tends to move the boid
toward the center of his local neighborhood.
This behavior is useful in order to give to the
flock a aggregated aspect. The steering force
is obtained computing the average position of
neighbors.
Another behavior that has been implemented in the
simulation has its justification in the search for a
better visual effect: the leader following behavior. This behavior constrains every boid to follow
a fixed leader inside the flock, this leader can follow both a fixed path or a random path. Finally,
since the flock can not move inside a scene infinitely
large, we also implemented a containment behavior:
it constrains every boid to remain inside a bounding
box that surrounds the entire scene and hence constrains the flock to remain in the scene.

To support the local perception but also to manage a
large set of boids we use a data structure (1) that allows to quickly obtain information about neighbors
of every boid and (2) must be updated efficiently at
every frame as the flock moves. The idea (similar to
the one presented in [14]) is to use a simple space
partitioning data structure in which boids are sorted
in a regular cell grid, every cell keeps a list of boids
that are flying in it. Given a boid, in constant time it
is calculated in which cell it is flying and by exploring the adjacent cells, it is possible to gather information about boids around it. This stage is the only
part of the simulation whose execution is still run on
CPU because the sorting involves random access to
memory for both reading and writing and these operations are currently not simultaneously available
on graphics hardware.
The synchronized aggregated motion of the flock
is achieved by fixing one or more spatial goals
which the boids have to reach, these goals are the
result of the sum of every boid’s steering behaviors.
The sum performed is weighted in order to give a
characterization to every boid, a sort of personality.
Every decision is taken considering a certain number of neighbors. This number is fixed to four in
order to store all of them in one pixel of a texture.
We have implemented the three different types of
steering behavior presented by Reynolds in [13] and
called flocking behavior (an intuitive representation
of them is shown in Figure 1):
• the separation behavior tends to keep distance
from other neighbors. This behavior is nec-

3.3 Obstacle avoidance
In the simulation we also considered an important
aspect: the interaction with objects in the environment. An expected behavior is that a flock of boids
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manages to avoid obstacles it meets on its own path.
A possible collision adds new information in the
knowledge of every boid that sees it and the model
has to take it into account. One approach is to
use the work of Egbert and Winkler [3] about the
force fields. In this method a discrete force field
surrounds every object present in the environment,
approaching to an obstacle the forward vector is
summed with the vectors of force field and the boid
feels a growing opposing forces on its path towards
it. Two problems arise with this solution: first,
when the boid is flying perpendicularly to a wall the
force field just modifies the module of speed not the
direction. Second, a boid flying parallel to a wall
feels the influence of force field even though it does
not flying towards it.
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For our purpose we improved the force field solution tackling the problem of perpendicular or parallel flight towards an object by using the force field.
Using the dot product to compute the angle between
the force field vector and forward vector we distinguish three case to calculate the steering force:
• = 0, the boid is flying parallel to an obstacle
and nothing is done.
• > 0, the boid is flying away from an obstacle
and we use as steering vector the force field
vector.
• < 0, the boid is flying toward an obstacle and
we use as steering force the sum of forward
vector more vector force field.

off-screen rendering

off-screen rendering

)
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Figure 2: The streaming model on GPU. Our implementation uses a quad to drive data stream stored
into textures, the result is one or more textures.

no influence. This solution is particularly efficient
when implemented on graphics hardware because
vector fields are stored using three dimensional textures and intermediate vectors are computed using
the highly efficient hardware linear interpolation.
Besides this solution is a good framework to manage static and dynamic obstacles.

Another problem that appears by using the force
field solution is what we called “lack of time”: it
is the situation in which a boid may be safe at time
i and at time i + 1 it may be inside a wall because
of the approximations due to the discrete time simulation. To resolve this problem we try to foresee
future positions in order to verify if a boid is on a
collision route.

4 Mapping the behavioral model on
the GPU
This model is suitable to be implemented on graphics hardware because every element can be managed as a single computation task and the decisions
are taken in a distributed flavor and no centralized
control is needed. Furthermore just a little amount
of information must be maintained for every boid.
We use the fragment processor to do all the necessary computations because it permits textures to be
taken in input and writes the results in another texture.
For our purposes we adopt the model used by
Harris [4] in which the geometry drives the processing. All the information about the boids is encoded
into pixels of a texture, to force the fragment processor to do all the computations about one boid, we
map all textures into a quad that has the same size

The force field is built for every object in the
scene using the normal vectors of the objects itself. This field is built using a simplified geometry model because in the obstacles avoidance more
than details is enough to use the shape of the objects. We store the force field as a three dimensional discrete vector field and linear interpolation
is used to compute intermediate vectors. In fact we
append addition layer outside the field with all vectors to zero, hence the linear interpolation permit
to obtain values from a position where the field has
maximum influence to another position where has
666
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To avoid overhead inside the GPU pipeline we devoted particular attention to switching textures and
switching GL contexts between successive modules
in the architecture.
The entire process takes as input four textures:
1) a constant texture Tc to store scalar information
as mass, maximum velocity and maximum acceleration, 2) a texture To for orientation (three scalar
values), 3) a texture Tp for position (three scalar
values) and current velocity (one scalar value), 4)
a texture Tn to store the four nearest boids.
We define the execution of a fragment program
[T1 , . . . , Tn ] 7→ F RAGMENT 7→ [T ] as the operation that binds the fragment, sets up the texture parameters T1 ,. . . ,Tn and draws the geometry onto the
output texture T using off-screen rendering (called
p-buffer). The entire process is executed in the following steps:

Obstacle
avoidance

Obstacle
avoidance

Personality blend

Acceleration

1. Prepare the input texture Tc , To , Tp , Tn
2. [Tp , To ] 7→ C ONTAINMENT 7→ [Ts1 ]
Position
Velocity

3. [Tp , To ] 7→ L EADER F OLLOWING 7→ [Ts2 ]

Orientation

4. [Tp , To ] 7→ F LOCKING B EHAVIOR 7→ [Ts3 ]

Figure 3: Architecture of behavior model on the
GPU.

5. For every obstacle i with texture field Tf i
• [Tp , To , Ts4 , Tf i ]
O BSTACLE AVOIDANCE 7→ [Ts4 ]

7→

6. [Ts1 , Ts2 , Ts3 , Ts4 ]
[Ts ]

7→

7→

P ERSONALITY B LEND

7. [Tc , Ts ] 7→ ACCELERATION 7→ [Ta ]
8. [Tc , Ta ] 7→ P OSITION V ELOCITY 7→ [TP ]

of frame buffer as shown in Figure 2. In this way
the fragment program processes every boid fetching all data about it in only one execution. To avoid
simultaneous rendering from one texture into itself
not available on current hardware, we use a doubletexture scheme. The data stored in the input texture,
are used to update the data stored in the output texture. When the process is completed, we send the
output texture to the CPU or to the next fragment
program, and the textures are swapped for next rendering. The implementation of the entire process
has been designed considering that every fragment
program has a limit on the number of instructions
as well as a limit on the number of register outputs
hence the entire process is done using a multi pass
scheme, the output of a fragment program is sent as
input to the next fragment.

4.1

9. [Tc , Ta ] 7→ O RIENTATION 7→ [TO ]

The steps 2,3, 4 and 5 apply all the steering behaviors described in 3.2 producing four steering textures. In particular step 5 about obstacle avoidance
is applied for all texture field objects present in the
scene producing a steering vector as described in
3.3, the result of every iteration is summed with
previous result and then reused for the next. All
four steering textures are blended in step 6 using
a weighted average with weights set up as uniform
parameters. This texture is used in step 7 to compute the acceleration using the parameters defined
in section 3.1. Then this force is used in last two
fragments to compute the new positions TP and
new orientations TO .
Textures TP and TO are sent back to the CPU
to prepare the new geometry data of all boids to be
rendered. This texture readback from GPU to CPU
can impose performance penalties but new OpenGL
extensions would eliminate in our architecture this
drawback. The texture TP is also used to update
the space partitioning data structure and to compute
a new texture about the four nearest boids.

Implementation details

The entire process is shown in Figure 3. We implemented all modules as Cg fragment programs
which are invoked using OpenGL Cg run-time functions described in the Cg toolkit user’s manual [18].
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4.2 Neighbor searching
The three behaviors that have been implemented in
the personality of every boid are heavily influenced
by the neighbors of such boid: this tries to mimick the limited knowledge of the flock that a boid
has through its eyes. Every boid has in the parameters that defines its “life” a list of neighbors used in
vicinity considerations.
This is known as one of the critical timeconsuming phases of the model (see [14]). Being
the path and the general shape of the flock both very
dynamic, the calculation of the list of neighbors has
to be done every frame and it is usually a very expensive operation.
In order to avoid the calculation of this list at every frame, a useful characteristics ia based on the
observation of trying to avoid the calculation when
a list neighbors of a boid is the same between the
frames. We give here an intuitive explanation: when
a boid flights uniformly respect on its neighbors, its
list of neighbors remains the same frame by frame.
At this point it is useful to consider that the calculation of the neighbors list is performed in a gridbased flavor: every boid considers as neighbors just
the boids belonging to the cells around it.
Our heuristic is the following: at the beginning
of every step of the simulation every boid knows
which cell of the grid it belongs to, at the end of the
step, after performing all the calculation regarding
its behavior, the boid knows in which cell of the grid
it will belong on the next step (both this information
can be obtained at the cost of a floating point division). Every boid can express the relative variation
of cell position with a triples of values, one for every
spatial dimension, took from the set [−1, 0, +1]. At
the beginning of every step a 3-dimensional matrix
of 27 (3 × 3 × 3) values, called scattering matrix
(see figure 4 (a)), is cleared and it is used to keep
track of the amount of boids that, at the end of the
step, has performed a certain change of cell, the intent of the matrix is to measure the scattering of the
flock, indeed every flock adds 1 in the cell of the
scattering matrix, whose coordinates are given by
the triple the boid calculates.
What we expect is that, as long as the flock flies
in a wide empty space it will keep a quite stable
shape also keeping constant the neighbors lists of
the boids, and this information is reflected in the
scattering matrix through a large value in one cell
and almost 0 in other cells. On the other hand,

Figure 4: Scattering matrix: it is used to track
down how much the flock has a uniform shape after each frame calculation. The cells are numbered
with triple meaning indicating in which direction
the boid is moving.

whenever the flock reaches the bounds of the space,
or intercept an obstacle to avoid, the matrix will
present a certain number of cells containing small
values, meaning that boids are changing direction
with high variability. A large value in a cell of matrix means that a lot of boids are changing cell (in
the spatial subdivision matrix) in the same direction
(see figure 4 (b)). A sparse scattering matrix means
that boids are changing cell (once again in spatial
subdivision matrix) in various directions (see figure
4 (c)) and this means that the neighbors lists have to
be recalculated.

5 Results
We have experimented on an AMD Athlon XP
2000+ based machine with 1.67Ghz processor
speed and 512Mb of RAM. The graphics card used
was a GeForce FX 5800 with 128Mb of video memory, core speed of 300Mhz and memory speed of
600Mhz. For comparison we implemented both a
CPU only version and a GPU based version of the
behavioral model. The times showed in figures are
averaged over 1000 steps.
The test scene used to render the flock is composed of a statically tessellated terrain, and six
avoidable objects, each one with its vector field:
four columns, a crossbeam and a moving sphere.
In Figure 5 the time weight of every phase of the
frame is shown. We labeled with an asterisk the
phases running on GPU. A result that came from
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Figure 5: Total time composition. On the x-axis the number of boids. Time is expressed in seconds.

# of boids
FPS

32
115.29

4096
30.07

16384
8.01

32768
3.45

Table 1: Frame per second performance. The higher
is better.
measure unit for graphics application. We would
like to remark that fps is a measure prone to high
variations depending on what is actually shown
in the visualization. An interesting comparison
should be done with results reported by Reynolds
in [15, 16] where a performance of 60 fps was obtained with 300 boids. Our system animates 1600
boids at 60 fps with obstacle avoidance, but interactive frame rates, usually about 20 fps, can yet be
obtained with more than 8000 boids.

Figure 6: Performances of the two different implementations: CPU and GPU boosted. Time on the
y-axis is expressed in seconds. The lower is better.

the analysis of the time distribution is that the heaviest phase is neighbors searching and that it yet runs
on CPU. Something that can also be deducted, but a
better analysis is given in Figure 6, is that the GPU
boosted simulation scales well on increasing number of boids.
In Figure 6 we provided the performances comparison between the two implementations. The figure shows the number of seconds per iteration. It is
clear that GPU implementation scales much better
than CPU. This is an interesting point because we
achieved this result in spite of the heavy phase of
neighbors search yet running on CPU.
In Table 1 are reported the performances of the
application running the GPU version expressed in
frames per second (fps) which is a very common

6 Conclusions and future work
In this work we have shown:
• a method to map a distributed behavioral
model onto GPU by organizing data as stream
in order to manage them on GPU.
• the use of vector fields to manage obstacle
avoidance improving the behavior of boids approaching an obstacle and how use the linear
hardware interpolation to compute middle vectors.
• an heuristic to improve the update of spatial
data structure.
No matter how much the GPU implementation
beats the CPU implementation, we yet have a
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time demanding phase kept on CPU, the neighbors search. We have planned further research related to the regular cell grid we used to partition
the flock. The scattering matrix heuristic offered,
in some very preliminary tests, promising results
that deserves further investigations: in particular,
we would like to find a schema in which every boid
updates its position in the grid with no centralized
coordination.
In general the searching for the k-nearest neighbors is a well studied problem and plenty of solution are folklore. What we find challenging is the
implementation of one of the solutions on the GPU
in order to take the complete simulation on GPU.
In this context it seems interesting to consider the
technique of using bitonic sort as shown in Purcell
et al. [10] to sort boids into spatial structure.
Another scenario where we do expect great improvements is the use of new extensions of GPUs.
In particular we can use displacement mapping into
vertex program avoiding readback of output textures from GPU to CPU. Equally interesting could
be the introduction of the novel PCI Express bus
[19] which will provide bandwidth suitable to fast
data movements between CPU and GPU.
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